Karacha Recognised for Best-Selling
Saxophone Pack of 2008
October 13, 2009
LONDON, UK (RPRN) 10/13/09 — Karacha.com, the online destination for quality musical
instruments and accessories, has today announced that its Carmichael Evolution saxophone
pack was the best-selling in the UK last year.
Carmichael instruments are available exclusively from Karacha.com and from selected retail
outlets, and are produced by the same workshops and engineers that create some of the world’s
premium woodwind brands with each instrument receiving a 40 point inspection, including an
electronic pitch test, before leaving the workshop.
The Carmichael range includes the trumpet, clarinet and flute and the instruments are renowned
for their superior sound and quality construction leading to the Evolution Saxophone pack in
particular outselling every other brand in 2008. Prices for the Carmichael range start from £149.
Adam Ewart, Founder of Karacha.com said: “We were thrilled to find out that the Carmichael
saxophone pack was the best selling of 2008 as we have gone to great lengths to try and create
the best instrument we can at the best price possible. I think this has shown that we succeeded in
our mission as we are selling more saxophones than any other instrument through our website
and we have a whole host of very happy customers which is brilliant.”
Carmichael instrument mega packs are available with over £90 of accessories including sheet
music, instructional DVD, instrument care kit and instrument stand which make perfect Christmas
presents for budding musicians.
Karacha.com sells a variety of musical instruments including a range of brightly coloured violins
from Archetto and caters for every kind of musician from beginner to expert.
Karacha.com was first established as a means to allow musicians to source the necessary
equipment for their needs and has developed to become the focal point for musicians
everywhere - covering the purchase of musical instruments, providing sound impartial advice and
online buying guides.
For more information, please call 0845 200 83 43 or visit karacha.com.
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